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• Building legally compliant plans for adoption
• Printing reports with plan stats and scores
• Building legally compliant plans as benchmarks
• Exploring tradeoffs and possibilities
• Public education about redistricting, public engagement and buy-in to process
• Identification of communities of interest
• Competitions
SOFTWARE OPTIONS INCLUDE...

Commercial

• **Maptitude** for Redistricting / Maptitude Online (Caliper)

![Maptitude](image)

• **iRedistrict** (ZillionInfo)

![iRedistrict](image)

• **Esri Online Redistricting** (Esri)

![Esri Redistricting](image)

Free, Public

• **Dave’s Redistricting App** (Dave et al)

![DRA 2020](image)

• **DistrictBuilder** (Azavea)

![DistrictBuilder](image)

• **Districtr** (MGGG)

![Districtr](image)

• **QGIS Plugin**

![QGIS Plugin](image)
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• Public hearings (state)
• Community meetings (advocates)
• Mapmaking trainings (e.g., HBCUs)
• Schools
• Data journalists
• Public submission in 2021
NEW DIRECTION: COMMUNITIES OF INTEREST

Identify your community
Draw the boundaries of a community of interest that map drawers should take into account.

https://districtr.org/edit/1134
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- Design around “modules” by request, only include vetted data
- **Metrics** will powerfully guide users, so don’t include metrics in a context vacuum – think carefully about what you make visible
- Break the block habit - use **precincts** when possible
- Make **interoperable** with ensemble tools and analysis tools
- Engineer for **accessibility** – iPads, limited click savvy, in-browser
- De-emphasize (or omit) technical validity checks
- **Read** lots of sociology, philosophy, participatory GIS literature – talk to lots of experienced community mappers – make it possible to collect communities, landmarks, narratives
- Don’t collect any user info unless expressly submitted
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE
WHY YOU SHOULD CARE

• Even if you stick to commercial software, your constituents will be using these public packages, and you should understand what they do and how redistricting looks through their lens.

• COI: operationalizing communities of interest has never been easier – if you can map them, you can preserve them.
THANK YOU

mggg.org

see also:
Blake's survey
Ask me about:

- Criteria interactions
- Metrics and their consequences
- Ensembles, Markov chains, “automation” and optimization
- Or anything else

mduchin@mggg.org